Nordmanns-Forbundet, Pacific Northwest Chapter Student Support Fund

**Eligibility:** Undergraduate

**Area of Study:**
Norwegian

*With the 2013 dissolution of the Pacific Northwest Chapter of Nordmanns-Forbundet, the scholarship funds, in compliance with the intention of the Chapter's Articles of Incorporation regarding dissolution, were donated to the University of Washington, Department of Scandinavian Studies, in order to establish the Nordmanns-Forbundet, Pacific Northwest Chapter Student Support Fund Endowment. The endowment ensures that Nordmanns-Forbundet will not be forgotten and its gift will continue to support the Norwegian heritage and culture in the Pacific Northwest.*

This endowment provides financial support to undergraduate students in the Norwegian Studies program of the Department of Scandinavian Studies, with a preference for students who arrange to attend a UW authorized study abroad program (summer school included) in Norway. The award may be up to $1,500. Interested students should complete the [Scholarship Application](https://scandinavian.washington.edu/scholarships/nordmanns-forbundet-pacific-northwest-chapter-student-support-fund).

Department of Scandinavian Studies
University of Washington
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